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TESTIMONIALS
I've learned and understood many things. I feel more confident now.
I believe we acquired knowledge for (almost) independent analysis of 
transcriptome data.

the tools introduced are very useful in transcriptomic/computational data 
understanding, handling and analysis.

Keep using the tools, share the tools learned, keep the network!

I'm really Happy about this training, Hope to join another One the next year. 

The knowledge I have gained through this training will enable me to conduct the
anylsis independently. I really want to thank the organizers and all the
speakers.

Please let us know when the next training will be! I would love to be involved
once more!!!

I absolutely loved this experience, and I enriched my knowledge. It was very
productive and I just hope for a 3rd Methada training!!

The training school was intense and very instructive, the organisation was
flawless. I overall enjoy learning from each trainer. I will do it again :)
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SELECTION OF ATTENDEES
Early career researchers (PhD, Postdocs, Early stage PIs)
From COST member countries or MC Observers from Near-neighbouring countries.

Evaluation criteria:
Knowledge in transcriptomics, genomics, and computational biology-related aspects
of grapevine, with high motivation in spreading good metadata handling practices
learned during the training school, directed to computational biologists or
biologists/biotechnologists with bioinformatics skills:
Basic knowledge of bioinformatics and computational biology theory
Basic programming in R and/or Python.

Submitted data:
Reason for participating
Curriculum vitae
Recommendation letter (in case of PhD students and Postdocs)



BUDGET
20K, covering:

- Local Organizing Stipend (3K) +  Sponsorship (0.5K)
à Coffee breaks, lunches and farewell cocktail
à School bag, folder and roll-up, back-up 5G router
à Welcome dinner to trainers
à Gala dinner space reservation in Convent Carmen 

Remaining 17K, covering:

- Trainers’ stipend
- Trainees’ grant (700€):  travel, accomodation & meal (only gala dinner) 

à for up to 19p.





TRAINERS SELECTED

20 GRANTS AWARDED
24 TOTAL ATENDEES
- Gender Balance 12/12
- Inclusiveness Target Countries (ITC) included

Institutes (not nationality)
- PhDs: 10

Postdoc: 9
PIs: 5













The Vitis phenotyping vocabulary
É.Duchêne - COST Integrape January2020

proposed protocol  
https://doi.org/10.15454/1.5514275483910464e12 
Under translation in several languages







(Elie Maza)





















TWITTER
INTEGRAPE
@I17111
@i2sysbio
#METHADA2020
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